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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1101: Counter-Kill! 

What Zhao Lingdong was thinking was right. Ye Yuan was planning precisely that! 

Apart from Mo Ertong, the others had all fallen into an illusionary realm. There was completely no way 

of breaking free within a short time. 

Only Mo Ertong was currently receiving Ye Yuan’s special treatment at this time. 

When at the third level, Ye Yuan was a prey and had no time to respond at all. 

Being able to unleash Moonlight Mirage was already his limit. 

But now, Ye Yuan had adequate time to deal with it leisurely. 

The Nine-Nine Illusionary Spirit Heaven Slaughter Formation was the big meal that he prepared for Mo 

Ertong! 

When Mo Ertong discovered that the others were all gone, he realized very quickly that he had fallen 

into an illusionary realm again. 

Compared to Moonlight Mirage, the Nine-Nine Illusionary Spirit Heaven Slaughter Formation was still 

much lousier in terms of illusionary realms. 

However, the Nine-Nine Illusionary Spirit Heaven Slaughter Formation was not just an illusionary realm. 

For Ye Yuan to dare to lay down this formation, he naturally had a killing move to deal with Mo Ertong. 

Falling into the illusionary realm, Mo Ertong’s first reaction was to deploy the Spirithorn Shattering 

Mirror. 

But right at this time, countless azure sword lights suddenly appeared from the void. 

“Heh, do you really take your Grandpa Er to be easily bullied? Divine king domain, activate!” 

Mo Ertong was a Void Mystic powerhouse at any rate. How could he be frightened by mere sword 

lights? 

The moment his divine king domain opened up, it was impregnable! 

Although the azure sword lights were incomparably fierce and sharp, who asked Mo Ertong’s cultivation 

realm to be too high? It could not break open his divine king domain at all. 

Mo Ertong was extremely pleased with himself when he saw the situation and said with a loud 

laugh, “Haha! Brat, your concepts comprehension is indeed not bad, but dealing with your Second 

Grandpa Mo, it’s still too tender! Just you wait, Second Grandpa will break this illusionary realm right 

away. Then I’ll see where you will run to!” 

Done talking, Mo Ertong completely ignored those sword lights, and immediately mustered up the 

Spirithorn Shattering Mirror, planning on getting rid of the illusionary realm. 
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But right at this time, Mo Ertong felt an extreme sense of peril well up in his heart. 

He raised his head and discovered that above the void, countless sword lights had already condensed 

since no idea when. 

Sword lights hanging high in the air, this was not the most important. Most importantly, these sword 

lights were too terrifying. They were on a completely different level from those previously. 

Ye Yuan hid inside the void, looking at Mo Ertong and smiling coldly incessantly. 

“Do you really think that this young master will allow you all to knead me as you please? With the Evil 

Extermination Sword, the increase in the power of the Nine-Nine Illusionary Spirit Heaven Slaughter 

Formation isn’t just a little bit! Even He Dajiang succumbed inside this array formation, let alone even 

you! Limitless Life-Death Sword, kill for me!” 

Ye Yuan’s icy cold voice echoed out from inside the void, akin to a god overlooking all life, controlling the 

life and death of the mortal world. 

Following his word of command, the countless sword lights above the ninth heaven charged towards 

Mo Ertong, bringing along the might of heaven and earth. 

Seeing this scene, Mo Ertong’s expression turned deathly white like paper. How could he still care about 

breaking the formation? 

He poured divine essence frenziedly into the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror without another word. 

“Spirithorn Shattering Mirror! Break for me!” 

Mo Ertong gave a loud cry. The Spirithorn Shattering Mirror emitted a brilliant light. Incomparably swift 

and fierce light emitted out of the surface of the mirror, and welcomed those sword lights! 

It looked like the two terrifying attacks were about to collide together. 

“Heh, your Second Grandpa Mo has a divine artifact in my hands. So what even if this array formation 

was any more powerful?” 

He was very confident in the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror’s offensive power. The attack that he released 

absolutely did pale in comparison to those horrifying sword lights. 

But very soon, his pupils constricted. 

The two surges of terrifying energy actually vanished right in front of him just like this. 

They vanished without any traces! 

This bizarre scene made all the hairs on his body stand on its end. 

Those disappeared sword lights actually passed right through the void and appeared before his eyes 

once again. 

“Fierce Heaven Blade Domain, break for me!” 



Mo Ertong’s reaction could not be said to not be quick. Countless blade lights emitted from his divine 

king domain and meshed together with the sword lights dispatched by the grand array, giving off a 

terrifying energy undulation. 

Except, the Limitless Life-Death Sword that went through the Evil Extermination Sword and Nine-Nine 

Illusionary Spirit Heaven Slaughter Formation’s dual-augmentation, the power was truly unbelievably 

terrifying. 

Mo Ertong’s Fierce Heaven Blade Domain still could not block the impact of these sword lights. He was 

immediately beaten to severe injuries and vomited blood. 

However ... it was not over yet! 

That vanished Spirithorn Shattering Mirror’s attack appeared behind him bizarrely at this time. 

“NO!” 

Mo Ertong let out a shrill and wretched cry. 

Rumble! 

The Spirithorn Shattering Mirror’s attack landed on Mo Ertong solidly. 

Mo Ertong’s corpse drooped down weakly. 

Bang! 

Spirithorn Shattering Mirror also fell to the ground following that. 

Ye Yuan’s brows knitted, and he casually fired out a ray of sword light. 

Not out of Ye Yuan’s expectations, the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror escaped through the void with 

a whoosh. 

He knew that there was an extremely powerful restriction on the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror. But he 

could not let the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror fall into the hands of the rest. 

As long as the owner of the mirror took it back, Ye Yuan’s goal was achieved. 

Against these four people and one dog, what Ye Yuan was most apprehensive of was the Spirithorn 

Shattering Mirror. 

This divine artifact was too powerful. Not only could it shuttle through the void, it even had the ability to 

shatter illusions. With it around, Ye Yuan was practically stark naked. 

Hence, that was why he painstakingly set up this killing trap. It was in order to kill Mo Ertong and scare 

away the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror! 

This attack just now already expended all of the grand array’s essence energy. The Nine-Nine Illusionary 

Spirit Heaven Slaughter Formation already could not maintain for much longer. 

Killing Mo Ertong, Ye Yuan’s expenditure was immense too. 

His figure swayed and directly merged into heaven and earth. 



Around 15 minutes later, the grand array dissipated with a loud bang. 

Mo Datong and the rest only felt a blur before their eyes, and they broke out from inside the illusionary 

realm. 

But the scene before their eyes made their eyes turn bloodshot! 

On Mo Ertong’s body, there was not a piece of unscathed area, his death state extremely tragic. 

“Number two!” 

“Second Brother!” 

Mo Datong arrived beside Mo Ertong with a flash and picked up his corpse, his entire person falling into 

madness. 

“ARHH! JI QINGYUN, I’M GOING TO KILL YOU!!” Mo Datong roared. 

The three of them brothers were originally humans. Furthermore, they were born from the same 

mother. Right from birth, they were abducted away by the Divine Master, who planted a fiend seal on 

them, controlling them. 

But their growing up was together. 

In this 1000 years, they improved extremely quickly under the Divine Master’s sanguinary grooming, 

carving out a path of survival from within a mountain of corpses and a sea of blood, and even became 

powerful Void Mystic powerhouses. 

All along, the three of them brothers advanced and withdrew together, and they had never failed 

before. 

They did not think that today, one was actually dead by Ye Yuan’s hands. How could they not be 

enraged? 

“Ji Qingyun, I want you to die a horrible death!” Mo Santong gripped the divine artifact short blade in his 

hand even tighter. He sword to definitely kill Ji Qingyun personally. 

Zhao Lingdong was livid with rage by the side. He never thought that Ye Yuan actually really dared to 

thrust a spear to the back! 

Furthermore, he actually succeeded! 

Mo Ertong who possessed the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror, even he was not a match either. 

Ye Yuan actually killed him! 

This brat was bold, meticulous, vicious, with numerous trump cards. He was truly incomparably 

troublesome. 

He never would have thought that the originally 100% certain bait-kill trap actually played out to 

become like this currently! 



“He still hasn’t gone far away. I’ll go and chase after right now. You guys keep up, absolutely can’t let 

him escape!” 

Zhao Lingdong threw down this sentence and disappeared into the distance along with the Howling Sky 

Divine Hound. 
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Chapter 1102: Interlinked Stratagem! 

“Howlsky, chase!” 

Zhao Lingdong gave a cold yell. A pair of wings actually grew out of the Howling Sky Divine Hound’s two 

sides! 

Whoosh! 

Howlsky turned into a stream of flowing light and actually directly shook Zhao Lingdong off. 

Ye Yuan only left for 15 minutes first. This bit of time was not enough to shake Zhao Lingdong, this Void 

Mystic powerhouse, off. 

Zhao Lingdong’s perception locked onto Ye Yuan from far away, not giving him the chance to escape. 

Howlsky’s current speed was probably not much slower compared to merging into heaven and earth 

too. 

The distance between him and Ye Yuan was also currently shrinking with incredible speed. 

Zhao Lingdong’s footsteps did not slow down, but he said hatefully, “Just how many trumps cards does 

this brat still have? That grand array earlier was actually able to kill Ertong. Just what in the world 

happened inside?” 

Zhao Lingdong could not figure out after racking his brains! 

Mo Ertong clearly had the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror in his hands. But why did he not break the 

formation? 

Even if he did not break the formation, what kind of attack could kill Mo Ertong who possessed a divine 

artifact? 

Zhao Lingdong felt that it was bizarre to the extreme. 

Three figures, chasing each other in the fourth level’s space, ran a million miles out very soon. 

Howlsky and Ye Yuan’s speed became closer and closer. He was virtually able to see Ye Yuan’s back view 

already. 

Howlsky’s eyes suddenly became focused, his figure vanishing instantly. 

At this instant, his speed skyrocketed several times and arrived behind Ye Yuan in a blink of an eye. 

Whoosh … 

In midair, a streak of cold light flashed past. 
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Sharp fangs and claws passed right through the chest. 

However, Howlsky did not feel that pleasure of penetrating through flesh and blood. 

With a rumble, ‘Ye Yuan’ turned into a mass of pale-yellow flames, and dissipated into nothing. 

All the fur on Howlsky’s body stood up. A sense of danger assaulted his heart. 

In the void, an incomparably swift and fierce sword light pierced out, and directly slashed towards 

Howlsky’s dog head. 

This slash was too close, the speed was simply swift to the extreme! 

“Be careful, Howlsky!” 

When Zhao Lingdong who had just rushed over saw this scene, his eyes turned bloodshot. 

Right at the critical moment, Howlsky urged his speed to the limits and instantly vanished from where 

he stood. 

However, it was still half a beat too slow! 

The azure light slashed right onto the wings that Howlsky grew out, forcefully chopping off the wings on 

his right side! 

“Awoo!” 

Howlsky gave off a miserable cry and arrived beside Zhao Lingdong with a flash. 

A figure slowly walked out from within the void and said with a sigh, “What a shame … Just a little more, 

and I can chop off this dog head.” 

Who was this figure, if not Ye Yuan? 

It was just that the Ye Yuan at this time already changed into a long azure robe and was no longer 

wearing the white garment previously. 

“Awoo … awoo … awoo …” 

Howlsky gave off a series of tragic cries. It was also unknown whether was he wailing, or complaining 

about Ye Yuan’s shameless conduct. 

Probably, only Zhao Lingdong could understand. 

That wing of Howlsky’s was already utterly chopped off by Ye Yuan, blood cascading down without 

stopping. 

Although this sword did not claim Howlsky’s life, it made him suffer a great loss in vitality too. 

Zhao Lingdong stared fixedly at Ye Yuan. If looks could kill, Ye Yuan would have already died God knows 

how many times right now. 

The feelings between him and Howlsky had long crossed the boundary of master and servant. They were 

like kin. 



Howlsky suffering such a big loss, how could he not be furious? 

Only now did he understand that this was completely an interlinked stratagem! 

Ye Yuan made that avatar body wore that white-colored long robes and pretend to escape, while he 

concealed himself within the void here, waiting for an opportunity to sneak attack! 

Actually, Ye Yuan’s flying speed was far faster than they imagined! 

Separating from the grand array, Ye Yuan unleashed merging into heaven and earth to the limits, and 

threw down an avatar body on the way, feigning an appearance of essence energy being exhausted and 

fleeing. 

When Ye Yuan separated from the grand array, he had long calculated the time. That instant when the 

grand array fell apart, Ye Yuan immediately escaped into the void. 

The moment Zhao Lingdong and the Howling Sky Divine Hound came out, they discovered Ye Yuan’s 

avatar body right away, and thought that that was Ye Yuan. 

But this first impression was deadly. 

Their perception locked onto the avatar body firmly and totally would not think that Ye Yuan was 

actually concealed within the void. 

Especially Howlsky, he did not rely on just perception to lock onto Ye Yuan. He even relied on smell. 

This avatar body wore Ye Yuan’s clothes, wouldn’t it be Ye Yuan’s smell? 

When he erupted with his full strength and wanted to kill Ye Yuan, the move was already executed, and 

he was completely unable to perform a second reaction. 

All of it took time to say, but actually it was just a split second for a spark to fly off a piece of flint. 

This scene was too unexpected, resulting in Zhao Lingdong and Howlsky both already suffering a huge 

loss without reacting to it. 

Except, Ye Yuan was still not too satisfied with this battle achievement. 

This sword, he had accumulated power for a long time and fully thought that he would be able to chop 

off Howlsky’s dog head. Did not think that it was still dodged by him. 

“Ji Qingyun, you’re courting death here!” Zhao Lingdong gnashed his teeth hatefully and said. 

It was already uncertain how many years it had been since he had been so enraged before. 

He would rather he get injured than be willing to see Howlsky get hurt. 

But facing Zhao Lingdong’s wrath, Ye Yuan said very calmly, “You said it like you’d let me leave! Since 

you guys came to kill me, then you’ll have to be prepared to be killed. Not even having this bit of 

awareness, you … can’t kill me!” 

Zhao Lingdong said furiously, “Is that so? Then I’ll take a look at just how many tricks you have! Today, I 

must dice you up into ten thousand pieces!” 



“Roar!” 

Zhao Lingdong let out a furious roar. Hideous fur suddenly grew out on his face and hands! 

His teeth grew sharp, protruding fangs, his nails also grew sharp claws. 

His body was in the air, looking just like a large dog! 

“Yo! Actually became a dog! Turns out that this is your most powerful state! Really deserving of the title 

of Spirit Hound Divine King! Big dog plus a small dog, truly an invincible combination!” Ye Yuan said with 

an amused look. 

Zhao Lingdong had a dog’s appearance, but he spoke in human language, “I hope that you can still laugh 

in a while!” 

Swoosh! 

Zhao Lingdong’s figure suddenly disappeared. Ye Yuan only felt a chill at his neck. A dog claw already 

extended onto his neck. 

This skill was cut from the same cloth as Howlsky. 

However, Ye Yuan’s Heaven Man Unity Heart Realm was fully released, and he had long taken Zhao 

Lingdong’s every movement and action into his sight. 

He did not panic in the slightest. The Evil Extermination Sword left its scabbard instantly, and stabbed 

towards Zhao Lingdong’s throat from an extremely odd angle! 

The Evil Extermination Sword reached first despite making a move later, and it was even actually a slight 

faster than Zhao Lingdong. 

Zhao Lingdong’s face fell, not expecting Ye Yuan to actually use such a mutual-destruction fighting style. 

His claw swiping down, Ye Yuan would no doubt lose his life, but he absolutely could not survive too. 

Meeting on a narrow path, the brave wins! 

Zhao Lingdong finally still yielded! 

At the last second, his body leaned back slightly, narrowly avoiding Ye Yuan’s stab. 

And just missing that tiny bit, his claws were unable to pierce through Ye Yuan’s throat anymore. 

A drop of fresh blood remained at Ye Yuan’s neck area. His throat still had a small cut sliced open in the 

end. 

It was just that Zhao Lingdong knew that this move, he still lost! 

“Can’t even bear to part with your life, you still dare to say how much you love your dog?” Ye Yuan was 

completely oblivious to the pain on his neck and said with a scoff. 
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“Howlsky, chase!” 

Zhao Lingdong gave a cold yell. A pair of wings actually grew out of the Howling Sky Divine Hound’s two 

sides! 

Whoosh! 

Howlsky turned into a stream of flowing light and actually directly shook Zhao Lingdong off. 

Ye Yuan only left for 15 minutes first. This bit of time was not enough to shake Zhao Lingdong, this Void 

Mystic powerhouse, off. 

Zhao Lingdong’s perception locked onto Ye Yuan from far away, not giving him the chance to escape. 

Howlsky’s current speed was probably not much slower compared to merging into heaven and earth 

too. 

The distance between him and Ye Yuan was also currently shrinking with incredible speed. 

Zhao Lingdong’s footsteps did not slow down, but he said hatefully, “Just how many trumps cards does 

this brat still have? That grand array earlier was actually able to kill Ertong. Just what in the world 

happened inside?” 

Zhao Lingdong could not figure out after racking his brains! 

Mo Ertong clearly had the Spirithorn Shattering Mirror in his hands. But why did he not break the 

formation? 

Even if he did not break the formation, what kind of attack could kill Mo Ertong who possessed a divine 

artifact? 

Zhao Lingdong felt that it was bizarre to the extreme. 

Three figures, chasing each other in the fourth level’s space, ran a million miles out very soon. 

Howlsky and Ye Yuan’s speed became closer and closer. He was virtually able to see Ye Yuan’s back view 

already. 



Howlsky’s eyes suddenly became focused, his figure vanishing instantly. 

At this instant, his speed skyrocketed several times and arrived behind Ye Yuan in a blink of an eye. 

Whoosh … 

In midair, a streak of cold light flashed past. 

Sharp fangs and claws passed right through the chest. 

However, Howlsky did not feel that pleasure of penetrating through flesh and blood. 

With a rumble, ‘Ye Yuan’ turned into a mass of pale-yellow flames, and dissipated into nothing. 

All the fur on Howlsky’s body stood up. A sense of danger assaulted his heart. 

In the void, an incomparably swift and fierce sword light pierced out, and directly slashed towards 

Howlsky’s dog head. 

This slash was too close, the speed was simply swift to the extreme! 

“Be careful, Howlsky!” 

When Zhao Lingdong who had just rushed over saw this scene, his eyes turned bloodshot. 

Right at the critical moment, Howlsky urged his speed to the limits and instantly vanished from where 

he stood. 

However, it was still half a beat too slow! 

The azure light slashed right onto the wings that Howlsky grew out, forcefully chopping off the wings on 

his right side! 

“Awoo!” 

Howlsky gave off a miserable cry and arrived beside Zhao Lingdong with a flash. 

A figure slowly walked out from within the void and said with a sigh, “What a shame … Just a little more, 

and I can chop off this dog head.” 

Who was this figure, if not Ye Yuan? 

It was just that the Ye Yuan at this time already changed into a long azure robe and was no longer 

wearing the white garment previously. 

“Awoo … awoo … awoo …” 

Howlsky gave off a series of tragic cries. It was also unknown whether was he wailing, or complaining 

about Ye Yuan’s shameless conduct. 

Probably, only Zhao Lingdong could understand. 

That wing of Howlsky’s was already utterly chopped off by Ye Yuan, blood cascading down without 

stopping. 



Although this sword did not claim Howlsky’s life, it made him suffer a great loss in vitality too. 

Zhao Lingdong stared fixedly at Ye Yuan. If looks could kill, Ye Yuan would have already died God knows 

how many times right now. 

The feelings between him and Howlsky had long crossed the boundary of master and servant. They were 

like kin. 

Howlsky suffering such a big loss, how could he not be furious? 

Only now did he understand that this was completely an interlinked stratagem! 

Ye Yuan made that avatar body wore that white-colored long robes and pretend to escape, while he 

concealed himself within the void here, waiting for an opportunity to sneak attack! 

Actually, Ye Yuan’s flying speed was far faster than they imagined! 

Separating from the grand array, Ye Yuan unleashed merging into heaven and earth to the limits, and 

threw down an avatar body on the way, feigning an appearance of essence energy being exhausted and 

fleeing. 

When Ye Yuan separated from the grand array, he had long calculated the time. That instant when the 

grand array fell apart, Ye Yuan immediately escaped into the void. 

The moment Zhao Lingdong and the Howling Sky Divine Hound came out, they discovered Ye Yuan’s 

avatar body right away, and thought that that was Ye Yuan. 

But this first impression was deadly. 

Their perception locked onto the avatar body firmly and totally would not think that Ye Yuan was 

actually concealed within the void. 

Especially Howlsky, he did not rely on just perception to lock onto Ye Yuan. He even relied on smell. 

This avatar body wore Ye Yuan’s clothes, wouldn’t it be Ye Yuan’s smell? 

When he erupted with his full strength and wanted to kill Ye Yuan, the move was already executed, and 

he was completely unable to perform a second reaction. 

All of it took time to say, but actually it was just a split second for a spark to fly off a piece of flint. 

This scene was too unexpected, resulting in Zhao Lingdong and Howlsky both already suffering a huge 

loss without reacting to it. 

Except, Ye Yuan was still not too satisfied with this battle achievement. 

This sword, he had accumulated power for a long time and fully thought that he would be able to chop 

off Howlsky’s dog head. Did not think that it was still dodged by him. 

“Ji Qingyun, you’re courting death here!” Zhao Lingdong gnashed his teeth hatefully and said. 

It was already uncertain how many years it had been since he had been so enraged before. 

He would rather he get injured than be willing to see Howlsky get hurt. 



But facing Zhao Lingdong’s wrath, Ye Yuan said very calmly, “You said it like you’d let me leave! Since 

you guys came to kill me, then you’ll have to be prepared to be killed. Not even having this bit of 

awareness, you … can’t kill me!” 

Zhao Lingdong said furiously, “Is that so? Then I’ll take a look at just how many tricks you have! Today, I 

must dice you up into ten thousand pieces!” 

“Roar!” 

Zhao Lingdong let out a furious roar. Hideous fur suddenly grew out on his face and hands! 

His teeth grew sharp, protruding fangs, his nails also grew sharp claws. 

His body was in the air, looking just like a large dog! 

“Yo! Actually became a dog! Turns out that this is your most powerful state! Really deserving of the title 

of Spirit Hound Divine King! Big dog plus a small dog, truly an invincible combination!” Ye Yuan said with 

an amused look. 

Zhao Lingdong had a dog’s appearance, but he spoke in human language, “I hope that you can still laugh 

in a while!” 

Swoosh! 

Zhao Lingdong’s figure suddenly disappeared. Ye Yuan only felt a chill at his neck. A dog claw already 

extended onto his neck. 

This skill was cut from the same cloth as Howlsky. 

However, Ye Yuan’s Heaven Man Unity Heart Realm was fully released, and he had long taken Zhao 

Lingdong’s every movement and action into his sight. 

He did not panic in the slightest. The Evil Extermination Sword left its scabbard instantly, and stabbed 

towards Zhao Lingdong’s throat from an extremely odd angle! 

The Evil Extermination Sword reached first despite making a move later, and it was even actually a slight 

faster than Zhao Lingdong. 

Zhao Lingdong’s face fell, not expecting Ye Yuan to actually use such a mutual-destruction fighting style. 

His claw swiping down, Ye Yuan would no doubt lose his life, but he absolutely could not survive too. 

Meeting on a narrow path, the brave wins! 

Zhao Lingdong finally still yielded! 

At the last second, his body leaned back slightly, narrowly avoiding Ye Yuan’s stab. 

And just missing that tiny bit, his claws were unable to pierce through Ye Yuan’s throat anymore. 

A drop of fresh blood remained at Ye Yuan’s neck area. His throat still had a small cut sliced open in the 

end. 

It was just that Zhao Lingdong knew that this move, he still lost! 



“Can’t even bear to part with your life, you still dare to say how much you love your dog?” Ye Yuan was 

completely oblivious to the pain on his neck and said with a scoff. 

 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1103: Blueflash Butterfly 

“Didn’t you want to take revenge for him? Just now, sending yourself forward, and I’d be dead. Such a 

fine opportunity, you actually let it pass. Really feel not worth it for that dog of yours!” 

Ye Yuan had a look of heartache, deeply piercing Zhao Lingdong. 

“Awoo ... Awoo ...” 

The Howling Sky Divine Hound let out two howls right then, seemingly cheering Zhao Lingdong on. 

Zhao Lingdong’s expression turned cold, and he said, “Brat, don’t pull that trick with me! The feelings 

between Howlsky and me, you’ll never understand! Killing you, there can be a myriad of ways!” 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “Is that so? You guys even brought out the Mountain and River State Painting. 

Didn’t it fail to kill me too? Do you think that the son of heaven’s mandate is that easy to kill?” 

“Wouldn’t I know if I try? Fierce Wind Absolute Domain!” 

The moment Zhao Lingdong’s divine king domain opened up, within a 1500 feet radius, it turned into a 

sea of wind. 

That swift and fierce wind were akin to small blades, slicing up everything in the space. 

Exchanging a blow earlier, he discovered that Ye Yuan’s reaction was seriously too quick. His advantage 

in speed could not be unleashed at all. 

Hence, he decided to directly use cultivation realm to overpower Ye Yuan! 

As long as he dragged until Datong and Santong came, with the combined power of everyone, could Ji 

Qingyun overturn the heavens still? 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said with a light smile, “Then this young master will take a look at just how 

much capability you, this dog person, have!” 

Ye Yuan took out the Evil Extermination Sword and released his divine king domain fully. He was actually 

going to clash with Zhao Lingdong head-on! 

Seeing this scene, Zhao Lingdong could not help being secretly delighted in his heart. 

After breaking through to the Fourth Level Dao Profound, Ye Yuan’s divine king domain already reached 

150 feet. 

Through the Evil Extermination Sword’s boost, his divine king domain reached as vast as 900 feet all at 

once and was already very close to 1000 feet. 

But just this tiny bit of disparity, the gap between him and Zhao Lingdong was not just a little bit. 
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If attacking with the divine king domain, Ye Yuan would be bound to suffer a loss. 

“Haha, just the likes of you want to measure my strength too? So what even if you have a divine 

artifact?” 

Zhao Lingdong let out a roaring laugh and suddenly urged his Fierce Wind Absolute Domain, crushing 

over towards Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan slowly shut his eyes. A terrifying sword intent surged to the skies. 

“Limitless Life-Death Sword!” 

Ye Yuan used divine essence without being the least bit stingy, making the Limitless Life-Death Sword’s 

power rise to another level! 

Rumble! 

Two terrifying attacks collided in midair. Ye Yuan was still significantly worse in the end and directly had 

a large mouthful of blood blasted out by the violent energy. 

“Blind reckless fool! En? Want to run? How can it be that easy?!” 

Borrowing this tremendous recoil force, Ye Yuan’s figure sped towards the depths like lightning, directly 

merging into heaven and earth. 

Zhao Lingdong’s expression turned cold, and he chased after with incredible speed. 

Ye Yuan had never thought about clashing head-on with Zhao Lingdong before. Zhao Lingdong, this kind 

of powerhouse, was still not what the present Ye Yuan could forcefully contend with. 

Moreover, Ye Yuan was able to sense that Mo Datong and Mo Santong were already chasing on the way. 

If he lingered, there was only a path that led to death. 

Even if Ye Yuan was any more heaven-defying, it was also impossible to resist the besiegement of four 

great Void Mystic powerhouses. There were still divine artifacts in the other two person’s hands. 

Right from the beginning of this attack, he had his mind set on escaping. 

Ye Yuan ignored the injuries on his body and urged his movement technique to the limits. 

At the same time, he swallowed a healing medicinal pill and essence energy recovering medicinal pill, so 

as to ensure his endurance kept up. 

Zhao Lingdong discovered to his dismay that although he was that little bit faster than Ye Yuan, it was 

very limited. 

Howlsky having a wing chopped off by Ye Yuan, disregarding the great loss in vitality, his speed also 

dropped drastically. 

Without Howlsky, he had no way of catching up to Ye Yuan within a short time at all. 

Zhao Lingdong’s teeth gnashed till it clattered. Only now did he discover that ever since Ye Yuan 

discovered their ambush, the actions at every step all went through meticulous planning! 



From casting Moonlight Mirage and escaping, to using the Nine-Nine Illusionary Spirit Heaven Slaughter 

Formation to kill Mo Ertong, then to concealing within the void to sneak attack Howlsky. 

This series of actions was actually just for the sake of one purpose, which was to escape! 

Eliminate all the factors that affected his escape! 

... 

This carried on for nine days and nine nights! 

Finally, the transmission array that led to the fifth level appeared in front of Ye Yuan. 

He did not have the slightest hesitation. Urging his movement technique to the limits, he dove head first 

into the transmission array. 

At this time, Zhao Lingdong also rushed over. 

After seeing Ye Yuan enter the fifth level, a look of struggle surfaced on Zhao Lingdong’s face. 

The fifth level was rather dangerous to him as well. 

Once provoked those powerful existences inside, even if it was him, he would be dead for sure too. 

“Damn it! This brat has a large stock of Tier 9 medicinal pills on him. He’s not afraid of dragging it out 

with us at all!” Zhao Lingdong gnashed his teeth in hatred and said. 

Ye Yuan borrowed that recoil force and directly pulled far apart from Zhao Lingdong. Merging into 

heaven and earth again, he shook Zhao Lingdong off all at once. 

With that, he became a full beat slower. How could he still catch up to Ye Yuan? 

The speed of merging into heaven and earth was very quick. Ordinary speed could not catch up at all. 

Want to knock Ye Yuan out of the state of merging into heaven and earth, it needed to be done within a 

certain radius too. 

They were separated so far away all of a sudden, it was totally beyond Zhao Lingdong’s ability. 

However, there was not much time for him to regret it at present. Carry on delaying, and Ye Yuan would 

run out god knows how far. 

Zhao Lingdong gritted his teeth, brought Howlsky along, and tunneled into the transmission array. 

Before long, Mo Datong and Mo Santong also arrived. 

“Looks like they have already entered the fifth level! Big Brother, what should we do?” Mo Santong said 

in a solemn voice. 

Mo Datong gave a cold snort and said, “Old Second’s enmity, we must avenge! So what if it’s the fifth 

level? Don’t forget, we have divine artifacts in our hands! Ordinary desolate beasts aren’t our match at 

all. Forget about the fifth level, even if it’s a mountain of blades or a sea of fire, we have to go too!”. 

“Fine, go!” 



The two people did not have much hesitation and immediately followed inside too. 

... 

After entering the fifth level, Ye Yuan casually took out a small bottle. 

Inside the small bottle was a blue butterfly. 

Casually opening the small bottle, the blue butterfly directly flew out and vanished with a flash, 

inconceivably swift. 

Seeing the blue butterfly disappear, a hint of a smile appeared on Ye Yuan’s face. 

This blue butterfly was called Blueflash Butterfly. It liked to rest on the Flamesoul Vast Universe Lotus 

the most. 

This blue butterfly was already groomed for a long time by Ye Yuan with special means. If there were 

Flamesoul Vast Universe Lotuses nearby, it would bring Ye Yuan to find it. 

The Flamesoul Vast Universe Lotus was a core medicine of the Dao Defying Pill. Apart from the 

Immemorial Medicine Garden, the places that Ye Yuan knew, only this Bloodrain Wilderness had it. 

Ye Yuan had long guessed that the Flamesoul Vast Universe Lotus was at this fifth level. Looking at it 

now, it was indeed so! 

Walking not far away, there was another series of undulations from the transmission array in the 

distance. Zhao Lingdong’s figure finally appeared at the fifth level. 

But when Ye Yuan saw this scene, he sneered coldly to no end. 

“Indeed still came down. Later, this young master will prepare a feast for you all. You guys savor it well!” 

Ye Yuan gave a cold laugh, his figure immediately disappearing, merging into heaven and earth. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1104: Dog Gall Cowardly like a Mouse 

Zhao Lingdong was currently in hot pursuit. Suddenly, his brows furrowed, and he stopped. 

“En? Not moving anymore?” 

“Awoo, awoo ...” Howlsky by the side also howled twice. 

Zhao Lingdong nodded his head and said, “This brat is crafty as a fox. Better not advance rashly. Wait for 

Mo Datong and Mo Santong to arrive, then we push on together! We just have to lock onto him and not 

let him escape. That will do!” 

The current Zhao Lingdong was also somewhat jittery with imaginary fear already. 

Being scammed by Ye Yuan time and again, their side could be said to have suffered grievous losses. 

Zhao Lingdong still felt that waiting for the Devil Ridge Three Freaks to arrive and pushing on together 

was safer. 
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Before long, Mo Datong and Mo Ertong finally caught up. 

Mo Datong could not help frowning when he saw Zhao Long standing still and not advancing. He said, 

“Why aren’t you chasing anymore?” 

Zhao Lingdong gave him a glance and said, “He stopped! This punk is full of cunning tricks. It’s safer for 

us to advance together.” 

Mo Ertong’s death made Mo Datong’s entire person become much colder and gloomier. 

He shot Zhao Lingdong a glance coldly and said, “If you’re scared, then you’re scared! Making it sound 

nicer than it is!” 

Zhao Lingdong could not help being stifled when he heard that and said angrily, “Mo Datong, watch your 

words! Currently, not just Mo Ertong died, even Howlsky had a wing chopped off by that brat too! 

We’ve already suffered so many losses. Shouldn’t we be a little more careful now?” 

Mo Datong snorted coldly and said, “Merely just a dog, and you’re comparing him to Ertong? Moreover, 

he only had a wing chopped off! If not for you being filled with misgivings, we’d have long killed him!” 

Zhao Lingdong did not think that Mo Datong suddenly became so impervious to reason and was angered 

by his few words until smoke billowed from all seven orifices. 

“Mo Datong, don’t you forget Lord Divine Master’s words! Whatever you’re discontented with, wait 

until after we kill Ji Qingyun, then say it! Carry on with the internal strife, then the one who will be 

pleased with himself will be that brat!” 

Zhao Lingdong knew that now was not the time to be quarreling. He could only forcefully rein in his 

temper. 

Hearing Zhao Lingdong’s words, Mo Datong also snorted coldly and said, “Where’s that brat? Let’s go 

and exterminate him together! I want this brat to die a horrible death!” 

“There, inside the valley over there!” Zhao Lingdong nudged with his mouth and said. 

Ahead was a stretch of extensive mountain valley. Looking from here, it was all shrouded by a cloud of 

fog, and completely could not see the situation inside clearly. 

It was also no wonder that Zhao Lingdong was cautious. Under such circumstances, nobody would dare 

to rashly enter. 

It was just that Mo Datong already lost his head due to anger and completely did not care about what 

Zhao Lingdong was thinking. He just blamed him for not tying Ye Yuan down. 

Mo Datong darted him a sidelong glance and said with a cold snort, “A cloud of mist scared you until like 

this? Santong, let’s go!” 

Finished talking, the two people leaped and entered inside the valley. 

Zhao Lingdong’s brows furrowed, and he was rather unhappy in his heart. But helpless, he still followed 

after. 



The four people were bold, stemming from superb skills. They dispersed the fog and directly entered the 

valley. 

But Zhao Lingdong’s brows knitted together, and he said solemnly, “Did you guys detect it? There are 

quite a number of powerful existences inside this valley! That brat definitely doesn’t have any good 

intentions luring us in here.” 

Mo Datong said totally unconcernedly, “Scared of him for what? With the Mountain and River State 

Painting bestowed by Lord Divine Master, could those guys overturn the heavens still? If they are 

sensible, better know their place. If not sensible, slaughter them together!” 

Zhao Lingdong felt that this guy already could not be reasoned with. 

At this time, he wished that he could slaughter these two fellows, and take forcible possession of the 

divine artifacts. 

Of course, it was also just thinking about it. If he really made a move, it would definitely be him who 

would get the worst out of it. 

Before long, Zhao Lingdong suddenly said, “We are very close already. It seems like it’s ahead!” 

One sentence, and it roused Mo Datong and Mo Santong’s spirits. 

The two people took out their divine artifacts and accumulated power, awaiting release. As long as they 

saw Ye Yuan, they would exterminate him with the force of a thunderbolt! 

Sure enough, they saw Ye Yuan not long after walking. 

Ye Yuan likewise saw them too and said with a smile, “Waited for you all very long already. Why did you 

only come now?” 

The moment Mo Datong saw Ye Yuan, his hairs stood on its ends! 

“Boy, you actually dared to kill Ertong. Today, I’ll hack your body into a thousand pieces to offer as a 

sacrifice to Ertong’s spirit in heaven!” Mo Datong roared. 

Ye Yuan said with a light smile, “Still that same sentence: since you guys came to kill me, you’ll have to 

be prepared to be killed!” 

Mo Datong was furious to the extreme and said, “Good! Very good! Since that’s the case, you can go 

and die already!” 

Mo Datong was just about to make a move but was held back by Zhao Lingdong. 

“Don’t go over! How can this brat allow himself to be captured without putting up any resistance? He 

definitely set up some kind of trap to let us jump into it. Don’t fall for it anymore!” Zhao Lingdong said 

with a cold yell. 

The moment Ye Yuan heard, he lifted his head to the sky and said with a loud laugh, “Zhao Lingdong, 

everyone says that a dog’s gall is audacious to the extreme. Why is your dog gall even smaller than a 

mouse’s gall? Four great Void Mystic powerhouses, two divine artifacts, you don’t even dare to attack?” 



Hearing those words, Zhao Lingdong was not indignant, but his heart pounded. 

Ye Yuan’s words were clearly to trigger Mo Datong! 

He was even more certain in his heart that Ye Yuan definitely had some ruse waiting for them! 

However, being teased by Ye Yuan like this, how could Mo Datong still endure it? 

He glared at Zhao Lingdong furiously and said, “Get lost! Wait until your father kills this punk, then I’ll 

definitely go to Lord Divine Master to lodge a complaint!” 

Done talking, that painting in his hand suddenly erupted with rays of brilliant light. The Mountain and 

River State Painting was already deployed by him. 

The Mountain & River State Painting was a very powerful divine artifact. Even if not drawing the other 

party inside, the power was extraordinary too. 

Mo Datong knew that Ye Yuan similarly had a divine artifact in possession, so he had no way of drawing 

him in at all. Hence, he directly activated the Mountain & River State Painting, wanting to kill Ye Yuan. 

“Old Third, attack!” Mo Datong shouted. 

No need for him to say anything, Mo Datong’s short blade was already in his hand. 

His divine king domain opened up fully. The power of this chop could virtually shatter mountains and 

rivers! 

Two surges of terrifying divine artifact’s might instantly spread throughout the entire valley. 

“Roar ...” 

Inside the valley, an earth-shaking roar suddenly transmitted out. 

Over a dozen black silhouettes galloped over from all directions. 

Seeing this scene, Zhao Lingdong’s expression changed drastically, and he said, “Damn it! The two of you 

idiots! Now, you startled the desolate beasts inside the valley! I see how you guys take care of it!” 

“Who cares! Kill for me!” 

While talking, the Mountain and River State Painting and short blade released two dazzling lights, 

cleaving straight for Ye Yuan. 

However, Ye Yuan stood there firmly and did not move, as if those two attacks were not attacking him. 

Suddenly, over a dozen terrifying attacks converged from all directions, and directly intercepted the two 

great divine artifacts’ joint-attack! 

These dozen over attacks, each one had power on par with Void Mystic powerhouses. The whole 

process from beginning to end was incomparably daunting. 

Even though two great divine artifacts were frightening, they were no match for the desolate beasts’ 

numbers too. 



Rumble! 

A surge of enormous energy exploded in the air, and immediately sent everyone flying, including Mo 

Datong and the rest. 

“Impossible! Why would these desolate beasts help this punk? This is not possible!” Mo Datong roared. 

“You idiot! With this, I see how you clean up the mess!” Zhao Lingdong snarled. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1105: Little Flame 

Those dozen over desolate beasts seemed to have gone crazy, directly ignoring Ye Yuan and charging 

over towards Mo Datong and the others. 

Not just this, in this short while, several more black silhouettes dashed out again. 

Seeing this scene, even if he had a divine artifact in possession, Mo Datong felt his scalp tingle too. 

Only at this time did he know that what Zhao Lingdong said was right. 

This was obviously a trap! 

“Quickly run!” Zhao Lingdong shouted loudly and ran towards outside the valley like mad. 

How could Mo Datong still dare to stay there? Even if he had a divine artifact, facing close to 20 

existences as powerful as him, he could not gain any advantages either. 

However, Mo Datong they all were surrounded. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Several desolate beasts blocked right in front of them. The other desolate beasts caught up too, and 

immediately enclosed them in tightly. 

“You two idiots! Already said that there was a trap, but you just refused to listen!” Zhao Lingdong 

stomped his foot in anger. 

Mo Datong regretted in his heart, but his mouth was unwilling to admit defeat as he said with a cold 

snort, “Who could have thought that this whole mountain’s desolate beasts actually all seem like they 

want to protect that brat?” 

Zhao Lingdong gave a cold snort and said, “Enough crap! Bring out all of your capabilities and carve an 

opening out! Make sure not to linger in battle. Otherwise, none of us can escape!” 

These desolate beasts, the strength of every one of them was not inferior to Zhao Lindong and the 

others. 

If not for having divine artifacts in their hands, they would all have to die here. 

Mo Datong saw that the desolate beasts were numerous. Resolving his heart, he was going to opening 

up the Mountain and River State Painting, wanting to take these desolate beasts in. 
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The moment Zhao Lingdong saw, his expression could not help changing greatly as he hurriedly stopped 

him and said, “Are you crazy? With your strength, can you suppress these 20 over desolate beasts? Do 

you really think yourself to be invincible by freaking wielding a divine artifact? If they go crazy inside, the 

disturbance will shock you to death!” 

Having a torrent of abuse hurled at by Zhao Lingdong, Mo Datong did not dare to rebuke. 

It was true that the Mountain and River State Painting was powerful, but it was not truly unbeatable. 

If it was a Deity Realm powerhouse using it, even if 10 thousand desolate beasts were taken inside, they 

would be thoroughly dead too. 

But he was just a Void Mystic powerhouse. Furthermore, the desolate beasts being taken in were 

roughly the same strength as him. 

Over 20 at once, once they went crazy inside, with Mo Datong’s strength, he could not suppress it at all. 

“Then ... Then what do you think we should do?” Mo Datong did not have anymore temper this time. 

“What to do? Break the encirclement! The two of you join forces and open up the path in front. We’ll 

return to the fourth level!” Zhao Lingdong said. 

“Re-Return to the fourth level?” Mo Datong was stunned. 

Zhao Lingdong’s face turned black, and he scolded right at Mo Datong’s face, “What else do you want? 

Now that it came to this, we can only seal off his exit! I refuse to believe that he can hide inside here for 

life!” 

Mo Datong thought about it. It seemed like there was only this method. 

Now that it came to this, wanting to kill Ye Yuan was already impossible. 

... 

“Little Flame, the matter this time, thank you very much!” Ye Yuan said to a youth beside him gratefully. 

The youth waved his hand and said, “No need. Fiery and I are members of the same clan. You’re his big 

brother, which also means that you’re my big brother. These are just a matter of lifting a finger. There’s 

no big deal 

This youth was precisely a one-million-year-old Flamesoul Vast Universe Lotus. 

The Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus and Flamesoul Vast Universe Lotus were both fire-attribute lotus 

flowers, originating from the same source. Hence, that was why Little Flame said that they were 

members of the same clan. 

It was just that Ye Yuan’s original plan was to use Fiery to get close to the Flamesoul Vast Universe Lotus, 

to make the latter not launch attacks at him. 

Wait until Zhao Lingdong they all came, then lure them into making a move. This way, it would be able 

to draw the desolate beasts in the proximity to deal with them. 



But Ye Yuan never thought that this Flamesoul Vast Universe Lotus actually gave birth to a primordial 

spirit, too, and was able to transform into human form. 

This way, communication became smoother. 

Little Flame was a million-year-old medicine spirit. His essence energy nurtured the numerous desolate 

beasts in this perimeter. 

For Zhao Lingdong to want to touch Little Flame, those desolate beasts naturally would not agree. 

“Little Flame, make those desolate beasts not get serious. Just chase those few fellows out will do. They 

have divine artifacts in their hands. If they really risk their lives for real, you guys will definitely have 

losses.” Ye Yuan exhorted. 

Little Flame nodded his head, his mouth emitting a series of bizarre syllables, transmitting into those 

desolate beasts’ ears. 

Over there, Zhao Lingdong they all were already locked in a fierce struggle with the desolate beasts. 

No, accurately speaking, it was being badly thrashed by the desolate beasts. 

Over 20 Void Mystic desolate beasts, placed in the outside world, it was even more than the Holy City! 

How could this terrifying power be what the three or four of them could resist? 

If not for having divine artifacts in their hands, they would have long been shredded into pieces by the 

desolate beasts. 

When those desolate beasts received Little Flame’s order, they did not pester Zhao Lingdong the four 

people incessantly either. They showed a weak point and let the four people charge out. 

Of course, these four people were already in a wretched plight at this time. Each and every one of them 

was carrying considerable injuries on their bodies. 

Outside the valley, battle-cries shook the heavens. The desolate beasts did not have the intention of 

letting it go yet, continuously chasing the four people in the direction of the fourth level. 

These four people finally managed to charge out of the heavy encirclement, how could they still dare to 

turn back? 

They fell back while fighting and slunk back to the fourth level. 

Seeing the four people’s miserable appearances, the child-like Little Flame and Fiery both laughed loudly 

without ceasing. 

When the four people disappeared outside the valley, Little Flame said to Ye Yuan, “Big Brother Ye Yuan, 

Fiery and I are as close as brothers. Why not you guys stay here for a few more days, alright?” 

Ye Yuan thought about it and said with a nod, “Fiery has suffered considerable hardships following me 

these few years. Now that he’s able to encounter a brother from the same clan, you guys naturally have 

to get closer.” 



Fiery and Little Flame hit it off right from the beginning and naturally could not bear to part here and 

now. 

Ye Yuan agreeing made the two little ones involuntarily jump for joy. 

Chasing Zhao Lingdong and the others away, Ye Yuan finally let out a sigh in relief. 

This half a month’s time, Ye Yuan’s mental strength already reached the limits, hanging in there entirely 

based on a strand of willpower. 

The following few days, Ye Yuan stayed in the valley to recuperate. 

With the help of medicinal pills, Ye Yuan’s recovery was very swift. 

Except, what gave him a headache was that he originally came to capture Little Flame. Did not expect 

that fate made a mockery out of men. Little Flame and Fiery actually became friends who kept no 

secrets from each other. 

Since the two were friends, Ye Yuan naturally had no reason to touch a friend. Furthermore, Little Flame 

even helped him to chase away Zhao Lingdong and the rest. Ye Yuan could not repay kindness with 

ingratitude even more. 

Thinking for a long time, Ye Yuan could only give up. 

“Forget it, forget it! This Flamesoul Vast Universe Lotus, better think of another way!” Ye Yuan said 

helplessly. 

This stopover took half a month’s time. Ye Yuan also had a rare period of peace and tranquility. 

This half a month, apart from treating his injuries, the majority of the time was on sorting out the gains 

in this period of time. 

After entering the Bloodrain Wilderness, Ye Yuan virtually spent it in the midst of high-intensity battles 

constantly. 

Sitting down to sort it out carefully, Ye Yuan’s gains were truly quite a bit. 

In concepts comprehension, Ye Yuan’s Sword Dao concept gradually closed in on the great circle of 

perfection. 

Slaughter and Scorching Heat, two supreme true intents, Ye Yuan also had significant improvements and 

was going to break through the bottleneck very soon. 

On this day, Ye Yuan was currently cultivating when Fiery suddenly brought Little Flame and dropped in. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1106: Flamesoul Crystal 

Looking at that piece of pale-yellow crystal in Little Flame’s hands, Ye Yuan’s eyes stared until they 

became wide-circles. 

“Little Flame, this … ” Ye Yuan said somewhat not daring to believe it. 
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Little Flame passed that pale-yellow crystal in front of Ye Yuan and said with a smile, “Big Brother Ye 

Yuan, this is for you!” 

This pale-yellow crystal was not an ordinary item, but it was the Flamesoul Vast Universe Lotus’s origin 

crystal body called Flamesoul Crystal. It could only condense one every 50 thousand years. It was the 

crystallization of Little Flame’s cultivation! 

Which was also to say that Little Flame, this million-year-old spirit medicinal plant, only had a mere 20 

pieces too. It was extremely valuable. 

Most importantly, the goal of Ye Yuan finding the Flamesoul Vast Universe Lotus was precisely for it! 

Receiving Little Flame’s help previously, Ye Yuan dismissed this thought, planning to go and search in the 

outside world again later on. 

In the time that he stayed here, Ye Yuan did not reveal this notion either. 

Because if he took away the Flamesoul Crystal, Little Flame’s cultivation base would be greatly damaged. 

Did not think that Little Flame actually took the Flamesoul Crystal today and gifted it to him. This made 

Ye Yuan very surprised. 

Only after being shocked for a long time, did Ye Yuan resist the temptation and pushed the Flamesoul 

Crystal back, shook his head, and said, “Little Flame, I admit that I’m here for it. But … I can’t ask for 

this!” 

Ye Yuan had a sincere look, but an expression of unwillingness to part still hung on his face. 

This Flamesoul Crystal, Ye Yuan was indeed very moved. 

However, Little Flame was Fiery’s brother. He could not do such a thing. 

Little Flame and Fiery exchanged a glance, and suddenly started laughing hard. 

Ye Yuan was baffled by these two people’s laughter and could not help asking curiously, “What are you 

guys laughing at?” 

Fiery said to Little Flame, “You see, I didn’t lie to you, right? As long as Big Brother sincerely treats you as 

a friend, he absolutely won’t accept the Flamesoul Crystal!” 

Little Flame also said with a smile, “I know that humans are mostly selfish people. Didn’t expect that Big 

Brother Ye Yuan is actually so sincere. Truly hard to come by. Fiery, I’m really envious of you, to have 

such a nice big brother!” 

Speaking of this, Fiery also had a proud look as he said, “You don’t think about it a little either. If Big 

Brother isn’t good to me, how can I, a Tier 4 essence fire, have such accomplishments within a short 20 

over years’ time?” 

Ye Yuan listened to the two people’s conversation with a doubtful look and finally perceived a little 

something. 

My … This Little Flame was deliberately using the Flamesoul Crystal to feel me out. 



This made Ye Yuan rather surprised. He even thought that Little Flame’s thoughts were simple and did 

not have any guard up against humans. 

Looking at it now, it was him who thought too much. 

Little Flame was also an old monster that lived for a million years. He even ruled over so many desolate 

beasts. He would not be simple no matter what. 

But Ye Yuan also knew that Little Flame was still very pure. Feeling him out was purely stemmed from 

feeling worried about someone from another race. 

Ye Yuan said with a bitter smile, “The two of you are really …” 

Little Flame said with a smile, “Big Brother Ye Yuan, please don’t take offense. I was the one who forced 

Fiery to come and feel you out together. Our Bloodrain Wilderness’s herb clan and beast clan all dislike 

humans very much. Hence, humans who come down to the fifth level, we would always kill without 

mercy. Except, I never thought that Big Brother Ye Yuan is really different from other humans.” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “It’s also very normal for you to be on guard against me. If it were me, I might 

do it even more excessively than you. Therefore, Little Flame, you don’t have to have any burden. You’re 

Fiery’s brother, which is also my, Ye Yuan’s, brother!” 

Seeing Ye Yuan not take offense, Little Flame was delighted too. 

If Ye Yuan really fell out because of this matter, he knew that it would put Fiery on the spot. 

Heaven and earth spiritual plants, being able to transform and become primordial spirits, and even 

originate from the same family, it was truly incomparably rare. 

Hence, Little Flame also cherished Fiery all the more. 

This point, Fiery was similarly like so. Therefore, that was why they would feel like old friends at the first 

meeting. 

Little Flame said happily, “Big Brother Ye Yuan is really magnanimous! However, although I had the 

intention of probing, this piece of Flamesoul Crystal is really to gift to Big Brother Ye Yuan.” 

Ye Yuan looked at Little Flame with a doubtful look and appeared slightly angry as he said, “Stop joking 

around. Little Flame, if you really don’t believe me, I’ll bring Fiery along and leave right now! Men have 

principles to adhere to and baselines. This Flamesoul Crystal, I cannot take it!” 

Little Flame could not help being anxious the moment he heard and said, “Big Brother Ye Yuan, I’m not 

joking with you! This Flamesoul Crystal is really giving to you!” 

Seeing that the expression on Little Flame did not seem to be feigned, Ye Yuan was really astonished and 

opened his mouth to say, “Little Flame, this is your origin crystal body. Once it leaves your body, your 

strength will greatly diminish! This thing, even if you really gave it to me, I can’t accept it either!” 

If it was gifted by other people, Ye Yuan would accept it without the slightest hesitation. But since there 

was Fiery, this layer of relationship there, Ye Yuan would not accept it. 



At this time, Fiery laughed and said, “Big Brother, just accept it! With me around, Little Flame’s 

cultivation won’t get damaged!” 

Little Flame also said, “Fiery and I exchanged a piece of leaf, making us both have a trace of the other 

party’s strength! The ability of the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus is even stronger than my main body. 

Obtaining Fiery’s strength, not only will my strength not decrease, it will even advance a step further! 

Therefore, Big Brother Ye Yuan doesn’t need to have any misgivings.” 

Ye Yuan could not help being stunned, and he said, “There’s still such a thing? It’s my first time hearing 

about it!” 

Fiery said with a smile, “Little Flame and I have bodies of the same origin. After exchanging, both sides 

will have a great advancement in strength. It’s just that this sort of situation where bodies of the same 

origin both give birth to primordial spirits is too rare. The chances of two primordial spirits meeting each 

other are extremely rare. Hence, it’s also not strange that Big Brother doesn’t know about this matter.” 

Ye Yuan thought about it and felt that way too. 

Fiery and Little Flame’s encounter was indeed something rare to the extreme. 

“Speaking of which, for me and Little Flame to be able to meet, it’s all because of Big Brother still! If not 

for Big Brother bringing me out of the Endless World, it would also be impossible for me and him to 

meet. Perhaps, everything is foreordained by heaven.” Fiery said with a smile. 

Little Flame grabbed Ye Yuan’s hand, placed the Flamesoul Crystal onto Ye Yuan’s hand, and said with a 

smile, “Hence, Big Brother Ye Yuan, just accept it!” 

Today’s matter, Ye Yuan himself was dumbfounded. 

He completely did not think that such a miraculous encounter would actually occur still, by bringing 

Fiery out of the Endless World back then. 

Perhaps it was really as Fiery said. Everything was foreordained by the heavens. 

Talking up to here, Ye Yuan naturally would not be courteous anymore and said to Little Flame, “Since 

that’s the case, then I won’t be courteous with you anymore! Little Flame, today’s matter, Big Brother 

Ye Yuan will remember it. There will come a day where Big Brother Ye Yuan will bring you out of this 

Bloodrain Wilderness!” 

Ye Yuan knew that that the entire Bloodrain Wilderness was an enormous sealed land. 

The sealing power of this place was frighteningly powerful! 

Otherwise, with these desolate beasts’ terrifying strength, how could they possibly wait here obediently, 

and become the Holy City disciples’ objects of trial? 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, a glimmer flashed in Little Flame’s eyes too, revealing an expression of 

yearning. 

Nobody was willing to be sealed in this damned place! 



Little Flame said smilingly, “Big Brother Ye Yuan doesn’t need to be courteous! I still have to thank Big 

Brother Ye Yuan for bringing Fiery to the Bloodrain Wilderness!” 
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Chapter 1107: Three Great Kings 

In the depths of the Bloodrain Wilderness’s fifth level, three figures were currently surrounding a 

medicine spirit. 

The strength of one of the figures was extremely powerful. Under his suppression, the battle portrayed 

a one-sided situation. 

Very soon, that medicine spirit was thoroughly subdued. 

These three figures were precisely Ye Yuan, Little Flame, as well as Fiery. 

And the one with extremely fearsome battle-prowess earlier was precisely Little Flame. 

The moment the fight started, Ye Yuan was struck dumb with amazement by Little Flame’s combat 

power. He also did not expect that Little Flame’s strength was actually so formidable. 

Ye Yuan reckoned that Little Flame’s strength was absolutely not inferior to the Ten Great Divine Kings. 

Sure enough, after giving birth to a primordial spirit, these heaven and earth spiritual plants unlocked 

their intelligence, and their cultivation speed even advanced at a tremendous pace. 

Ye Yuan even felt that if not restricted by heavenly Dao, Little Flame would likely have broken through to 

Deity Realm already. 

Little Flame’s strength was still just at the fifth level. Then just how powerful was the strength of those 

living beings at the sixth level? 

“Little Flame, you really broadened my horizons! If there wasn’t you, wanting to capture this Unrefined 

Gold Earthspirit Grass would really not be easy,” Ye Yuan said joyfully. 

Little Flame smiled and said, “Big Brother Ye Yuan, you came prepared. Even if there wasn’t me around, 

it probably can’t escape either.” 

This Unrefined Gold Earthspirit Grass was also a core medicine of the Dao Defying Pill. 

Ye Yuan came to capture this Unrefined Gold Earthspirit Grass, Little Flame tagged along too. But did not 

expect that he became a great helper. 

And these few days, Little Flame finally also knew Ye Yuan’s means, and he could not help feeling 

lingering fear. 

Only later on did he know that if not for him giving birth to a primordial spirit and becoming friends with 

Fiery, he would probably also have become a stalk of spirit medicine in Ye Yuan’s storage ring already. 

At that time, he asked Ye Yuan what would he do if he launched attacks at him. 

Ye Yuan told him about his contingencies with a broad smile, frightening him badly. 
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Only at this time did Little Flame knew that, turns out Ye Yuan had long known about him like the palm 

of hands. 

Although his strength was much greater than Ye Yuan’s, Ye Yuan was truly scheming against the unwary. 

The result was really hard to say. 

After all, each person had their own weakness. 

Especially since Ye Yuan had long researched extremely thoroughly into the Dao Defying Pill’s nine core 

medicines already. Wanting to capture them was not something very hard. 

Ye Yuan said with a big laugh, “Although that’s the case, without you, wanting to catch him would 

probably still have to expend considerable effort.” 

Little Flame said smilingly, “Huhu, in this fifth level, things that are able to make me apprehensive are 

really not many. However ... Big Brother Ye Yuan, do you really want to go to the sixth level? Those few 

fellows in the sixth level are not that easy to get along with.” 

Ye Yuan said with a nod, “Since the sixth level has the Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber, I must make this 

trip.” 

With Little Flame, such a fine guide, Ye Yuan naturally would not let it pass. 

How many of the nine core medicines the Bloodrain Wilderness had, Ye Yuan naturally had to inquire 

clearly. 

The Unrefined Gold Earthspirit Grass was one, the Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber was another. 

Except, the place where the Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber was at, was the even more dangerous sixth 

level. 

When Ye Yuan obtained this news, he hesitated for a while, too, but still decided to make a trip in the 

end. 

The nine core ingredients were too hard to come by. Once missed it, wanting to find it again would need 

god knows how long. 

This Bloodrain Wilderness could be said to be the most flourishing place for the Divine Realm’s spirit 

medicines. But it only had a mere three kinds as well. The rarity could be imagined. 

Little Flame asked Fiery, “Big Brother Ye Yuan wants to go, you’re sure that you want to go too?” 

Fiery nodded and said, “Of course! Where Big Brother goes to, I’m going there!” 

Little Flame heaved a sigh and said, “Alright then. Big Brother Ye Yuan, the sixth level, I can’t go there. 

Otherwise, I’ll be directly obliterated by the power of restrictions. Hold this lotus leaf well. Using it at a 

critical moment will be equivalent to my all-out attack. Perhaps it can let you escape a crisis.” 

Ye Yuan was not courteous either. Receiving the lotus leaf, he clasped his hands and said, “Thanks!” 

Toward Little Flame, Little Flame naturally could not bear to part with him leaving. It was just that he 

knew that he and Fiery would have to be separated sooner or later. 



With Fiery opening up a path, naturally, no one dared to provoke Ye Yuan in the fifth level anymore. 

Little Flame sent the two people to the entrance area leading to the sixth level and was still reluctant to 

part as he said, “Big Brother Ye Yuan, Fiery, you guys have to come back and visit me!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Relax, wait till I find the Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber, I’ll definitely come 

back to see you.” 

Seeing the two people off, vanishing inside the transmission array, Little Flame had a wistful look. 

... 

Entering the sixth level, Ye Yuan felt that even breathing became a little difficult. 

Faintly perceptible powerful auras transmitted over from far away, making people shudder without 

feeling cold. 

According to Little Flame, this sixth level had three great kings. They were respectively the Single-

Horned Moyun Beast, Heaven Tunneling Rat, as well as the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo. 

The former two were desolate beasts, while the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo was a powerful 

primordial spirit! 

But regardless of which one, they were all overwhelmingly powerful. 

“Big Brother, those three great kings’ strengths are so powerful! I just entered the sixth level and 

actually had a thought of prostrating in worship!” Fiery said in alarm. 

Fiery was a heaven and earth spiritual plant too. Presently, his strength was not weak either. 

Before this, he had never had such a thought appear before. 

But now, this thought suddenly welled up in his heart. 

But Ye Yuan shook his head when he heard that and said, “Little Flame said, those three great kings are 

not Deity Realm powerhouses. Since they are not Deity Realm powerhouses, even if they are any 

stronger, it’s impossible to make you give rise to such a thought either.” 

Fiery could not help being stupefied when he heard and said, “Then ... what’s going on?” 

“If my conjectures are right, what made you produce to this kind of thought, is likely coming from the 

seventh level! It’s just that this mysterious seventh level, no one has ever gone there before. What kind 

of existences are there, nobody knows. But without a doubt, the seventh level’s existences are definitely 

terrifying to the extreme,” Ye Yuan said with a slightly grim look. 

Not just Fiery, Ye Yuan himself naturally sensed it too. 

Upon entering the sixth level, Ye Yuan sensed that there was a terrifying aura attempting to make him 

yield. 

But the strange thing was, the moment this aura touched him, the Soul Suppressing Pearl suddenly 

emitted a strange undulation, and directly repelled this aura back. 



Ye Yuan seemed to sense that this aura seemed to have profaned the Soul Suppressing Pearl, making it 

angry. 

It was as if that terrifying aura had affronted it. 

This discovery made Ye Yuan abnormally shocked. 

The Soul Suppressing Pearl was a really hard to fathom existence. 

But no matter what, that aura was unable to affect Ye Yuan anymore. 

“I heard that Zhuge Qingxuan entered the sixth level before. If my conjectures are right, he must have 

come aiming for the Deity Realm. Looking at it now, the sixth level shouldn’t have secrets relating to the 

Deity Realm. Rather, that seventh level might really have secrets concerning Deity Realm. It’s just, don’t 

know if he went in or not. Fiery, you’d best enter the Vast Heaven Pagoda,” Ye Yuan said. 

Fiery nodded his head and was directly taken in by Ye Yuan. 

His condition was clearly not too suited to continue penetrating deep in. 

“Little Flame said that the Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber is within a 10 thousand mile radius of the 

transmission array. Better find it as soon as possible and leave, so as to prevent unnecessary 

complications from cropping up. Once we startled the three great kings, it wouldn’t be good.” 

Ye Yuan restrained his aura and started searching for the Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1108: Five-Colored Evergrowing Soil 

Ye Yuan deployed Heaven Man Unity heart realm to the limits, taking everything in the surrounding into 

his sight. 

Those powerful existences, Ye Yuan avoided them one by one. 

To martial artists, 10 thousand miles was not too large of an area. It did not take much time for Ye Yuan 

to search. 

Finally, three days later, Ye Yuan found traces of the Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber! 

The Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber was an earth-attribute spirit medicine, adept at escaping through the 

earth. The strength of the medicine spirit was also not to be trifled with. 

But these did not pose any difficulty to Ye Yuan. 

He did not act rashly and alert the enemy, but laid down several Tier 9 array formations in the vicinity, 

enclosing its surrounding area into a metal bucket. 

This way, the Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber would be hard-pressed to escape even if it had wings. 

However, just as Ye Yuan was planning on taking action to subdue the Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber, an 

abnormality suddenly occurred. 

The Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber suddenly went berserk, ramming against the grand array abruptly. 
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What made Ye Yuan stare dumbfoundedly with his mouth agape was that the originally impregnable 

grand array actually collapsed with a loud bang under the Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber’s one strike. 

The Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber breached the grand array and sped towards the depths of the sixth 

level with immense speed. 

Ye Yuan had no time to dwell on it. Immediately merging into heaven and earth, he chased after it. 

It was just that this Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber’s fleeing speed was actually incomparably fast. Ye 

Yuan actually could not catch up within a short time. 

It looked like the Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber was about to run out of the 10 thousand mile radius. Ye 

Yuan could not help feeling greatly anxious. 

Forget about startling the three great kings, even startling the kind of existences like Little Flame, he 

would be unable to bear the consequences of failure too. 

Ye Yuan was very confident in his own strength. But he was not yet confident to the extent of being 

wildly conceited. 

The three great kings, that kind of existence, he was absolutely not a match. 

Unknowingly, the two, one chased, one ran, already far exceeded the range of 10 thousand mile radius. 

“Can’t keep chasing like this anymore, going all out!” 

Ye Yuan’s face fell, and the Evil Extermination Sword was suddenly unleashed. 

Whoosh! 

The speed of the Evil Extermination Sword flooded with divine essence was inconceivable quick, directly 

pinning down the Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber in the midst of escaping. 

Ye Yuan could not help being overjoyed when he saw the situation and chased after with a flash. 

At present, it was also uncertain how far out he chased. Ye Yuan did not dare to stay and immediately 

sealed the Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber, planning on speeding over to the transmission array. 

But right at this time, an extremely powerful divine sense suddenly descended, locking Ye Yuan down 

firmly. 

Ye Yuan was akin to being struck by lightning, his entire person paralyzed there. 

This pressure, Ye Yuan had only sensed it before on Spirit Bristle, that kind of existence. 

Without a doubt, the owner of this divine sense was likely one of the three great kings! 

Ye Yuan sighed slightly in his heart. He did not expect that he would still alarm them in the end. 

A purple-shirt youth slowly walked out of the void. Staring at Ye Yuan with an unfriendly expression, he 

said coldly, “Ignorant human, you actually dare to act wildly in this king’s boundary!”” 

Ye Yuan’s scalp tingled. This purple-shirt youth, barring no accidents, was likely the Heavenly Thunder 

Purple Bamboo. 



The powerful undulations coming off his body, even Ye Yuan felt his heart palpitate too. 

This youth was too strong! 

“This one is most likely Senior Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo, right? Junior Ye Yuan having affronted 

Senior is seriously against my will. This Ten Fragrance Immortal Tuber is too important to this junior. If it 

disturbed Senior’s cultivation, Ye Yuan is willing to compensate with other things,” Ye Yuan clasped his 

hands and said. 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo shot Ye Yuan a cold glance and said with a cold smile, 

“Laughable! Do you think that there’s still something in this world that can move this king?” 

Ye Yuan could not help feeling awkward when he heard. To the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo, this 

level of existence, most likely what could move them, was only that fleeting and ephemeral Deity Realm. 

Or perhaps, bringing them out of this space. 

Except, Ye Yuan could say these words to Little Flame, but was unable to say them to the Heavenly 

Thunder Purple Bamboo. Because he would not believe it at all. 

Of course, Ye Yuan still had the Vast Heaven Stele and Soul Suppressing Pearl, this sort of heaven-

defying treasures. But it was naturally impossible for Ye Yuan to take them out. 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo said coolly, “You, boy, your strength isn’t strong. To actually be 

able to walk to the sixth level, it makes this king somewhat surprised. That aura earlier should be a 

divine artifact, right? Luckily, who you ran into was this king. If it were those two fellows, they probably 

wouldn’t be as amiable!” 

Ye Yuan’s expression turned apprehensive, thinking to himself that this guy indeed took fancy on his 

divine artifact. 

But the Evil Extermination Sword, he absolutely would not hand it over. 

“Whatever requests Senior have, feel free to say. What Ye Yuan can accomplish, I definitely won’t 

decline. But this divine artifact …” Ye Yuan said. 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo said disdainfully, “Relax, divine artifacts are useless to me. But 

I’m rather interested in you. Stay behind and be my servant for 10 thousand years. At that time, I’ll 

naturally let you leave. 

Ye Yuan knew that this guy would not say anything nice. 

Disregarding other things, how could Ye Yuan be someone contented to bow down to others? 

“This … Junior can’t do it.” Ye Yuan said neither obsequiously nor haughtily. 

He did not wish to get into a conflict with the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo, but it did not mean 

that he was really scared of the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo. 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo seemed to have long expected it and said with a cold smile, “You 

brat, could it be that you’re making a joke out of this king? Divine artifact can’t, being a servant can’t as 

well. Why don’t you say what else you have that can make this king take fancy upon?” 



Ye Yuan thought about it and said, “I wonder if senior is interested in Five-Colored Evergrowing Soil?” 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo originally still had a ‘never making a concession’ appearance. 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, his expression immediately changed and he said, “You … You actually have 

Five-Colored Evergrowing Soil too? Quick! Quickly take it out!” 

It was also no wonder that the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo was astonished. The Five-Colored 

Evergrowing Soil possessed lethal allure to any plant. 

Legends had it that the Five-Colored Evergrowing Soil was an earth-attribute supreme treasure, 

containing the power of the Five-Elements Source. The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo, this kind of 

heaven and earth spiritual plant could glimpse into the source of the great Dao through the Five-Colored 

Evergrowing Soil. 

Reaching the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo’s level of realm, there naturally was nothing that they 

would take fancy upon anymore. But that did not mean that they did not have the room for 

improvement. 

This Five-Colored Evergrowing Soil was precisely one of the things that could let him advance further. 

So much so that if heavenly Dao laws was able to allow Deity Realm to appear once more, this Five-

Colored Evergrowing Soil was absolutely able to let him cross that heavenly chasm! 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo totally thought that Ye Yuan had the Five-Colored Evergrowing 

Soil on him. Who knew that Ye Yuan shook his head and said very scoundrelly, “Don’t have!” 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo’s agitation instantly turned into rage. A terrifying aura 

immediately enveloped Ye Yuan. 

“You dare to fool this king? Truly tired of living!” The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo said. 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “Senior, don’t get worked up. It looks like Senior should have seen the Five-

Colored Evergrowing Soil before, right?” 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo was not dumb either. He instantly understood Ye Yuan’s meaning 

and said with a cold smile, “Your meaning is that you’re planning on using that guy’s stuff to bribe this 

king, to make this king let you go? Heh, brat, you really calculated really well! This kind of empty 

promise, do you really take this king to be a three-year-old kid?” 

That guy that the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo was talking about was precisely Zhuge Qingxuan! 

According to what Ye Yuan knew, Zhuge Qingxuan had precisely a chunk of Five-Colored Evergrowing 

Soil in his hands. It was viewed by him as a forbidden slice of meat, and he absolutely did not permit 

others encroach on it. 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo’s current expression naturally illustrated that Zhuge Qingxuan 

had indeed come to the sixth level before. Furthermore, he even made a deal with the Heavenly 

Thunder Purple Bamboo before. 

It was just that the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo did not seem to have agreed to him. 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1109: You Tricked Me! 

Clearly, the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo had already reached the brink of eruption. 

Ye Yuan’s insincere promise already made him lose the last of his patience. 

However, Ye Yuan did not care about his attitude and just said with a faint smile, “Senior, don’t get 

angry first. Even if you kill me, there’s no benefit to you either. But if you let me go, within 10 years, I’ll 

definitely offer up the Five-Colored Evergrowing Soil. This transaction, I wonder how Senior feels about 

it?” 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo said solemnly, “That brat’s strength is evenly-matched with me. 

Back then, the three of us also expended considerable strength before repelling him. Just the likes of 

you, a brat whose hair isn’t even fully grown, also dare to say this sort of big talk? Aren’t you afraid of 

your teeth falling out?” 

“Don’t bully a young man for being poor, Senior! How would you know that after 10 years, I won’t be 

Zhuge Qingxuan’s match 1 ?” 

Ye Yuan had a calm look. What exuded was thick confidence. 

He admitted that Zhuge Qingxuan was strong, very strong. He could even be said to be the Divine 

Realm’s number one person. 

But Ye Yuan had faith to catch up within 10 years, even surpass him! 

With the Vast Heaven Stone Stele and Soul Suppressing Pearl, if Ye Yuan could not even surpass Zhuge 

Qingxuan, then he, this son of heaven’s mandate, was also too useless. 

Seeing that composed look of Ye Yuan’s, no idea why, the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo actually 

believe Ye Yuan for that split second. 

Because the confidence that Ye Yuan showed was completely different from that sort of wild arrogance. 

That was the confidence belonging to a powerhouse! 

Every world-shocking powerhouse would have this kind of calm confidence. 

“Humph! Talk is cheap! I want to see what kind of means you have to dare say this sort of big talk! I’ll 

use 50% power to unleash a move. If you can resist it, what’s the harm in promising you?” said the 

Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo with a cold snort. 

Ye Yuan said self-assuredly, “Senior, go ahead and make your move!” 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s relaxed appearance, the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo could not help being 

suspicious. 

But he was a peerless powerhouse at any rate. He naturally would not show leniency because of this 

hint of suspicion. 
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A powerhouse like him, even if it was just 50% power, it was also not what ordinary Void Mystic 

powerhouses could withstand. 

Using 50% strength was plenty to effortlessly cut down Zhao Lingdong, this class of powerhouse. 

In the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo’s view, even if Ye Yuan had a divine artifact, it was absolutely 

impossible to block this blow of his either. 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo seriously could not figure out just where this confidence of Ye 

Yuan’s originated from! 

Only to see the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo slowly reach a finger out. All of a sudden, a bolt of 

lightning descended from the sky, akin to the might of heavenly tribulation. 

“Lightning of Punishment!” the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo slowly spat these three words out of 

his mouth. 

Although it was just 50% power, the might of this bolt of lightning was a hundred times as powerful as 

Ye Yuan’s heavenly tribulation back then! 

When Ye Yuan saw that finger, his gaze contracted too. 

If 50% power had such might, then wouldn’t 100% power have the ability to destroy the world? 

The fame of the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo was indeed well-deserving. 

Quick as thought. 

In a blink of an eye, this bolt of lightning descended from the sky, smiting right for Ye Yuan! 

But no idea when, Ye Yuan’s hand actually had an additional wooden stick. 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo was rather satisfied with this Lightning of Punishment move of 

his, just nice taking it easy, wanting to see how Ye Yuan would respond. 

But when he saw that wooden stick in Ye Yuan’s hands, his expression could not help changing 

drastically. 

“Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood! This boy actually has Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood!” the Heavenly 

Thunder Purple Bamboo exclaimed in shock. 

A hint of a smile flashed across the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth, directly sticking the Origin Magnetism 

Spirit Wood in his hand into the dirt. 

That terrifying bolt of lightning landed straight for the top of Ye Yuan’s head. But just as it was about to 

land on Ye Yuan, it actually deviated a tiny but bizarrely, landing on the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood! 

Buzz ... 

No earth-shaking exploding sounds transmitted over, but the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood erupted 

with rays of brilliant light, seemingly incomparably joyful. 



Ye Yuan chuckled and said, “Many thanks to Senior for bestowing lightning! My Origin Magnetism Spirit 

Wood just happened to be on the verge of breaking through. With senior’s lightning, breaking through 

to middle-stage Tier 9 should be sufficient.” 

The last time Ye Yuan transcended tribulation, the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood similarly absorbed 

large quantities of source power, successfully breaking through to Tier 9. 

But just earlier, when the Lightning of Punishment was just about to smite Ye Yuan, the Origin 

Magnetism Spirit Wood absorbed it over instantly, greedily absorbing the power of lightning. 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo was a heaven and earth spiritual plant with an extremely 

powerful lightning attribute. His cultivation realm was far greater than the Origin Magnetism Spirit 

Wood. 

Even though it was just a careless attack of the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo, the energy 

undulations contained within was extremely powerful. 

The Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood had long reached the boundary of breakthrough already. With this 

bolt of lightning, it broke through to middle-stage Tier 9 very quickly. 

“Boy, you tricked me!” the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo said with a black face. 

He completely did not think that Ye Yuan actually still had such a trump card. 

If Ye Yuan had other treasures, the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo had sufficient confidence to 

directly shatter it using that attack earlier. Even a divine artifact would not cut it either. 

But, only the similarly heaven and earth spiritual plant, the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood, could fully 

absorb his lightning powers! 

Because this bolt of lightning was not some heaven-defying attack to the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood. 

It was the best nourishment. 

It was also precisely because of so that Ye Yuan dared to agree to accept the Heavenly Thunder Purple 

Bamboo’s conditions. 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “I didn’t say anything. It was Senior yourself who wanted to test junior’s strength. 

Moreover, senior also didn’t say that can’t use Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood, right?” 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo could not help choking up and was actually at a loss for words. 

He felt that he had completely fallen into the trap that Ye Yuan set up. 

Looks like this brat had been setting up a trap for him from the very beginning. 

If he had long known that it would be like this, might as well directly smite him down the moment he 

came up. Save the nonsense too. 

Although this attack earlier was absorbed by the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood, it still did not mean that 

Ye Yuan was really immune to the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo. 



Earlier, Ye Yuan was scheming against the unwary, only taking out the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood at 

the last second, resulting in the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo not having time to react at all. 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo also had feelings of belittlement towards Ye Yuan. That was why 

he resulted in such an outcome. 

If he unleashed that blow earlier with full power, even with the origin magnetic field, Ye Yuan would 

have to suffer serious injuries too. 

“Hahaha, purple bamboo, you can’t even take care of a little baby, how disgraceful!” 

At this time, a voice suddenly transmitted out from within the void, laughing wildly. 

A massive figure slowly walked out from within the void. This gigantic figure looked rather like a bull, but 

it only had one horn. 

Ye Yuan practically determined at the first moment, that this should be the Single-Horned Moyun Beast 

of the Three Great Kings. 

When the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo heard this laughter, his face turned black to the extreme. 

Ye Yuan lost all of his face with this. 

“Squeak squeak, really making your Grandpa Rat die of laughter! An exalted king was actually tricked by 

a human child.” 

Another voice sounded out. A giant rat scurried out from underground and laughed mockingly at the 

Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo. 

Ye Yuan could not help despairing in his heart. The sixth level’s three great kings actually gathered 

together all at once! 

A Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo was already extremely hard to deal with. Three appearing all of a 

sudden, how could he escape? 

Ye Yuan’s thoughts flashed like lightning, racking his brain hard for a strategy to escape. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1110: The Formidable Strength of Peak Void Mystic! 

“Brat, you caused me to make such a big fool of myself! You deserve death!” 

These three great kings were mortal enemies in the sixth level. Neither one was acquiescent to the 

other. 

But Ye Yuan’s scheme earlier was seen by the other two beasts. How could this not enrage the Heavenly 

Thunder Purple Bamboo? 

He was currently filled with killing intent towards Ye Yuan already. 

The Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo slowly reached a finger out. The oppression this time was even 

more terrifying compared to the previous time! 
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This finger, the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo used 70% power! 

That violent energy undulation made Ye Yuan’s heart palpitate. 

“Hahaha! Human brat, kneel down and beg this king. Perhaps this king will be happy and agree to take 

action to save you!” the Single-Horned Moyun Beast laughed wildly and said. 

Ye Yuan shot him a glance coldly and shouted, “Scram!” 

The Single-Horned Moyun Beast, who was earlier laughing wildly incessantly, suddenly froze with a 

gaping huge mouth. He said solemnly, “Brat, you’re courting death here!” 

The three of them were all unrivaled powerhouses, the absolute kings in the sixth level. Who dared to 

be so insolent in front of him? 

Yet, Ye Yuan sent him a ‘scram’ word. 

But that Heaven Tunneling Rat rolled on the ground from laughter and said, “Hahaha! Single-Horned, I 

didn’t think that you also ate a loss. This human brat is really quite interesting.” 

Crack! 

Just as they were talking, another bolt of lightning landed. 

Seeing this attack, the Heaven Tunneling Rat squeaked with laughter and said, “Ah! Purple Bamboo that 

guy is really furious this time. This brat ... is dead for sure this time!” 

The Single-Horned Moyun Beast had an incredibly grim look by the side. But he approved of the Heaven 

Tunneling Rat’s words very much. 

This attack practically contained 70% of the Heavenly Thunder Purple Bamboo’s power. Even if they 

were dealing with it, it would expend some effort too, let alone this human Fourth Level Dao Profound 

brat in front of them. 

The two of them retreated a distance away sensibly to avoid being implicated by accident. 

Purple Bamboo’s 70% Lightning of Punishment was not joking around. 

Especially when they knew that Purple Bamboo’s offensive power was incomparably fearsome to begin 

with. Confronting it head-on, it would be sufficient for even them to choke on too. 

A power that cleaved the heavens and covered the earth crushed down towards Ye Yuan. 

At this instant, Ye Yuan felt like the entire firmament was almost collapsing. 

This Purple Bamboo’s strength was an existence on par with Zhuge Qingxuan. Such a powerhouse was 

too terrifying. 

This was still Ye Yuan’s first time witnessing such a terrifying attack face-on in two lifetimes. 

The previous life, it was completely impossible for those Ten Great Divine Kings to make a move against 

him. 

This time, Ye Yuan finally experienced what kind of existence true peak divine kings were. 



This attack was already unavoidable. 

Right now, Ye Yuan could only have a frontal battle! 

Even though he knew that the outcome of a frontal-clash could only be death. 

But letting him submit without putting up resistance, he was unresigned to it! 

“Roar!” 

Ye Yuan suddenly transformed and turned into an enormous azure dragon! 

Seeing this scene, the three kings’ expressions all changed. 

They never thought that Ye Yuan actually still had such a contingency move! 

Especially the Single-Horned Moyun Beast and Heaven Tunneling Rat, the two of them were desolate 

beasts, having common ancestry with the demon race. That terrifying true dragon pressure actually 

made them have an impulse to prostrate in worship! 

Of course, their level of existence would not really prostrate in worship. It was just that that kind of 

palpitation originating from the depths of the bloodline still made them endlessly shocked. 

This brat’s true dragon bloodline was pure to the extreme! 

However, a scene that made them even more astonished occurred! 

In that instant he transformed, Ye Yuan took out the Vast Heaven Stele. 

“Vast Heaven Stele, open!” 

Ye Yuan gave a fierce cry. The Vast Heaven Stele instantly soared, smashing over towards the 

thunderbolt. 

Without any flashiness, just a ruthless smash, it was wrapped with the might of heaven and earth! 

The Purple Bamboo’s thunderbolt brought the firmament along and suppressed down, while Ye Yuan’s 

Vast Heaven Stele wanted to smash a hole out in the firmament! 

“This ... What the hell is this? Just a smash and it has such terrifying power! If this brat was able to use 

this stone plaque, the result would be hard to predict!” The Single-Horned Moyun Beast secretly 

exhaled. 

With his strength, he was naturally able to sense the mysterious aura coming off of the Vast Heaven 

Stele. 

Although he did not recognize it, he knew that this stone plaque was definitely not an ordinary item. 

At this instant, the Single-Horned Moyun Beast and Heaven Tunneling Rat both made up their minds. 

The moment Ye Yuan died, they would immediately step forward to snatch this stone plaque! 

With this stone plaque, their strength would surely increase greatly! 

Rumble! 



The thunderbolt and the Vast Heaven Stele clashed directly, emitting a heaven-shaking boom. 

The Single-Horned Moyun Beast and Heaven Tunneling Rat retreated once more as well, in order to 

avoid being affected by this attack. 

“Puhwark!” 

The tremendous backlash force that came from the Vast Heaven Stele immediately shocked Ye Yuan to 

severe injuries, spewing out a large mouthful of fresh blood. 

But the thunderbolt directly pressed on the Vast Heaven Stele, crushing down towards Ye Yuan. 

This attack of Purple Bamboo’s must thoroughly suppress Ye Yuan! 

If he could not even suppress a measly little Ye Yuan, then he could not lift his head up at all in front of 

the other two great kings in the future. 

“Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm!” 

Ye Yuan disregarded the injuries on his body, bringing forth the strongest Coiling Dragon Heaven 

Devastating Palm while having blood in his mouth. 

“Roar!” 

An azure dragon phantom soared to the sky, flying straight for the Vast Heaven Stele! 

Rumble! 

The Vast Heaven Stele that received this blow that shot up to the sky actually slowly stopped crashing 

down. It gradually stabilized. 

However, Purple Bamboo’s Lightning of Punishment had not utterly dissipated yet. 

At this time, Ye Yuan’s body slammed heavily onto the ground, directly smashing out a deep crater. 

Ye Yuan immediately recovered to human form and brought out the Evil Extermination Sword. 

“Limitless Life-Death Sword!” 

Without the slightest hesitation, Ye Yuan used his strongest attack again! 

“Puhwark!” 

Another tremendous backlash force shook Ye Yuan until even his internal organs were displaced. 

“Divine king domain! This ... How is this possible? This human brat is simply too monstrous! Fourth Level 

Dao Profound and he’s actually able to comprehend concepts to such a profound level!” the Heaven 

Tunneling Rat looked at Ye Yuan and said in disbelief. 

Ye Yuan practically exhausted all of his trump cards. This time, he finally utterly dispersed this bolt of 

Lightning of Punishment from Purple Bamboo. 

However, Ye Yuan was drenched in blood all over currently, and he was completely unable to move a 

muscle anymore. 



“Looks like the Ten Great Divine Kings’ appraisal indeed isn’t groundless! This level of powerhouse is too 

terrifying!” Ye Yuan laid on the ground and said with a bitter smile. 

Purple Bamboo’s expression was incredibly ugly. He did not think that he used 70% power and was 

actually unable to immediately kill Ye Yuan! 

However, his current thoughts were already no longer placed on Ye Yuan. 

Because Single-Horn and Heaven Tunneling Rat were already speeding towards the Vast Heaven Stele 

with exceptionally swift speed! 

Through this attack just now, he was already perfectly clear that this Vast Heaven Stele was absolutely 

not an ordinary item. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Three figure sped towards the Vast Heaven Stele with incredible speed. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Yuan was helpless to the extreme too. 

The present him already did not have a trace of strength to stop these three great kings. 

The three people’s strengths were about on par, practically reaching the Vast Heaven Stele at the same 

time. 

Looking at the three of them were about to touch the Vast Heaven Stele, an abnormality occurred once 

again! 

The area where the Vast Heaven Stele was at, a surge of strange energy suddenly appeared, and directly 

exploded! 


